TracKing™
A complete web-enabled temperature management system.
TracKing, available in satellite or cellular, delivers operational efficiencies going beyond the cold chain to vehicle and driver management. This system provides fleet managers with a dashboard of cost critical information by trip, by driver and by vehicle, allowing them to quickly gauge the productivity of their fleets.

**Temperature Management**
- Optimum temperature management to ensure top quality product delivery
- Lower service costs and unit down-time with real time alarm notification
- Manage the refrigeration unit remotely with 2-way control
- Help ensure cargo integrity

**Vehicle TracKing**
- Accurate location of your fleet at all times on a map
- Increased cargo security through asset visibility
- Locate Thermo King dealers easily on a map for service support
- Monitor vehicle routes by replaying journey on a map (cellular only)
- Theft protection with battery backup (cellular only)

**Fuel Management**
- Optimize fuel consumption by trip, vehicle and driver
- Minimize environmental impact with better fuel management
- Lower fuel costs with improved driving styles

**Vehicle Management**
- Increase fleet uptime
- Lower total cost of fleet ownership with accurate vehicle data
- Improve fleet utilization with route management
Everyone can benefit from Thermo King’s TracKing

**Real-time temperature data**
Monitor your sensitive loads remotely and access current cargo temperature data at high speeds.
- Set point
- Return air
- Discharge air
- Alarms
- Operating mode
- Fuel level
- Hour meter
- Door status
- Battery voltage
- Unit power status

**Internet-based communication**
To avoid load loss, TracKing lets you interact with your refrigeration unit to:
- Change unit set point
- Initiate defrost
- Initiate pre-trip
- Clear unit alarms
- Start and stop (satellite only)
These options are accessible at the administrator level on the website and can be activated based on your communication contract type.

**Datalogger or micro data download over-the-air** (cellular only)
Download information directly to your office support system.

**Easy to set up and operate**
It’s easy to set up your fleets and configure your temperature monitoring and reporting needs on the TracKing website. Future upgrades of product firmware can be flash loaded easily over the air (cellular only).

**Enhanced fleet tracking**
Internet access gives you visibility of your fleet, allowing you to protect your vehicles from misuse.
- Accurate vehicle location
- Speed monitoring
- Replaying of the vehicle trip (cellular only)

**Multilingual website** (cellular only)
The TracKing website is available in English, French and Spanish.

**Reports**
- Temperature
- Alarms
- Location history
- Position history

**Real-time alarms**
Whether it’s temperature anomalies, unit malfunctions or low fuel levels, TracKing gives you a real-time view of your fleet, alerting you by SMS and/or email.

**Compatibility**
TracKing is compatible with all Thermo King diesel truck and trailer products and Thermo King dataloggers DAS, CargoWatch, SR-2, uP-VI. TKDL compatible with cellular only.

**Communication Contract**
For a flat monthly fee you can choose a contract that best fits your business needs. Access to the TracKing website as well as customer support is included in the contract.

*Availability of above-listed functions dependent on controller and connection type.*
Providing equipment and services to manage controlled-temperature environments for food and other temperature-sensitive products, our Climate Control Technologies sector encompasses both transport and stationary refrigeration solutions. Our product brands include Thermo King®, a world leader in transport temperature control systems, and Hussmann®, a manufacturer of refrigeration and food merchandising equipment.